
Poetry Lesson #7 

Maya Angelou 

Alone 

What’s it About? 

 

You're not going to want to hear 

this, but this poem is about you. 

Didn't realize that you were a 

lonely, miserable soul? Well, 

maybe you're just not thinking 

about things the right way. Take 

some time. We'll wait. You'll    

figure it out soon. 

…back with us? Good. Because        

Angelou's speaker is pretty          

convinced that you're as alone as 

the next person. 

Luckily for us, though, there just 

might be some solace in the idea that everyone is as miserable as we 

are, wallowing in our can't-seem-to-stop-watching-HoneyBooBoo lives. 
Hey, at the least, our speaker’s right with us! 

Seriously, though, chances are that you've at least had some afternoon 
in your life when you just can't seem to connect with anyone. We've all 

had days like that. It's what "Alone" is about. And when we feel that 

crummy, it's nice to know that others might be suffering along with us. 

It's not a solution, but at least it's not just your own problem. That's 
got to count for something, right? 

"Alone" starts off with our speaker doing some serious soul-searching. 

She's feeling pretty isolated, but she thinks she just might have come 

up with an answer to her problems: people need community in order to 

get by.  As it turns out, money won't buy happiness. Even the very rich 

get lonely. So, don't try to make more money. Make friends instead. 

Our speaker fashions herself into something like a prophet, warning 

the "race of man" that things aren't about to get any easier anytime 

soon. The solution is (all together now….) to realize that no one can 

make it on their own! 

Sound Check 

"Alone" lives somewhere in the no man's land between formal regularity and an absolute free-for-all. 

There are some absolutes: every other stanza, for example, is exactly the same. (We're talking about 

 

Lying, thinking  

Last night  

How to find my soul a home  

Where water is not thirsty  

And bread loaf is not stone  

I came up with one thing  

And I don't believe I'm wrong  

That nobody,  

But nobody  

Can make it out here alone.  

 

Alone, all alone  

Nobody, but nobody  

Can make it out here alone.  

 

There are some millionaires  

With money they can't use  

Their wives run round like banshees  

Their children sing the blues  

They've got expensive doctors  

To cure their hearts of stone.  

But nobody  

No, nobody  

Can make it out here alone.  

 

Alone, all alone  

Nobody, but nobody  

Can make it out here alone.  

 

Now if you listen closely  

I'll tell you what I know  

Storm clouds are gathering  

The wind is gonna blow  

The race of man is suffering  

And I can hear the moan,  

'Cause nobody, But nobody  

Can make it out here alone.  

 

Alone, all alone  

Nobody, but nobody  

Can make it out here alone.  



stanzas 2, 4, and 6 here).  The first, third, and fifth stanzas are another story. They all have nine 

lines – unless you count the first stanza, which has ten. (We could argue that the first two lines of 
the poem are actually one split line, but that's another story.) And those lines tend to have six-seven 
syllables – unless, of course, you're talking about the 7th or 8th line. Those have four syllables each. 

Confused yet? We don't blame you. Here's what we do know: there's not a formal pattern to this 
poem. There is, however, a sort of formal logic to the way that the poem's story unfolds. 

Think of it as a camp song: the camp counselor lays out a little bit of a story (six lines of it, to be 

precise) and then sings a verse that's easy to remember (in terms of our poem, this is always the last 

three lines of the stanza). And then the campers sing the verse back to the counselor. (That's the 

even numbered stanzas.) It's easy to remember because, well, if you're in the chorus, you don't have 

all that much to remember. 

Come to think about it, these sorts of call-and-response songs have been popular for centuries. They 

were a big part of church traditions.  They're the format most military marching songs tend to take: 

the C.O. shouts something out, and the squad shouts back a reply. They're the core of most oral   

traditions – when you aren't able to write everything down, it's good to have a refrain as a sort of 

memory marker. 

Have you ever listened to a gospel choir in concert? The sound FILLS the room. It sends shivers 

down your spine, brings tears to your eyes, and makes you forget about everything else but the music. 

We like to think of this poem as just that sort of sound. Sure, it starts out with just one voice,   

singing (or speaking) but by the time we get to the first refrain, it starts to sound like there's more 

than one voice involved here. And by the time that our speaker starts to address the problems of 

other folks in Stanza 3, she's already dealing with the whole community. It's safe to assume that 

she's no longer talking to herself in bed at night. She's got an audience. And from the sound of 

things, they're taking an active part in creating the refrains of the poem. 

Try reading this poem all by yourself. Then try reading it with a few of your friends. You'll see what 

we mean. The refrains are meant to be choral pieces. They just sound better when a whole bunch of 
people are speaking along together. And that's part of the hopeful message of this poem. If you 

imagine the refrain being spoken by a choir of voices, then the poem itself is already moving outside 

the spaces of isolation and alone-ness that the speaker so hates. Nifty, huh? 

Your Turn 
Maya Angelou has become so famous and popular—pals with Oprah, reading and writing poetry for a few 

different presidents, appearing on Sesame Street to hang with Elmo—that a lot of people assume that 
she’s the voice speaking in this poem.  That doesn’t mean she is.  Maybe it’s someone else entirely—an old 

man, a church leader, a wise sage, heck, it could be Elmo or Oprah.  Who do you imagine the speaker to be? 

What is his/her life like? Would this poem be different if you knew more about the speaker's life? How 

so?  Paint a picture of the speaker of this poem sharing their bits of wisdom with us.   

Questions 
Pick one of the questions to answer as completely as you can. 
 

1. Do you think that the speaker is talking to an audience in this poem? If so, who? 

2. Why is being alone a bad thing? How does this poem describe it? 

3. Do you think that the alone-ness described in this poem is fixable in this life? Why or why not? 

4. Why doesn't this poem offer any solutions? Do you think that there's a good solution to this endless 

alone-ness? If so, what is it? 
 


